“Let me be part of the narrative” – The Schuyler Sisters ‘almost’ feminist?
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Lin Manuel Miranda’s Hamilton: An American Musical (Hamilton) (2015) has tapped into the current cultural moment, lauded as the ‘saviour of Broadway’. The show’s unique tour de force is the use of hip-hop to convey the story, reigniting the genre and attracting a new musical theatre audience. This musical idiom combined with Hamilton’s colour conscious casting has allowed Miranda to create ‘the story of America then told by America now’ exposing to critical view the whitewashing of history and the more questionable legacies of the Founding Fathers of America. The show is inescapable, dominating social media through its innovative #Ham4Ham and #Hamildrop initiatives. Television shows are even cashing in on Hamilton’s cultural currency with references to the show appearing in Brooklyn Nine Nine, Grey’s Anatomy, and Gilmore Girls (amongst others) as well as talk shows such as The Late Show. With so much exposure it is hard not to get swept up in the hype surrounding the musical.

Hamilton is closely associated with happier political times in America. Lin Manuel Miranda premiered an early draft of the opening number at the White House in 2009 and the Obamas were keen supporters of the show, even going so far as to introduce Hamilton’s 2016 Tony Awards performance. As if that wasn’t recommendation enough, Donald Trump is most definitely not a fan. When Mike Pence attended a performance after the election and was met with an impassioned curtain-call speech, Trump was quick to tweet his ire. But is the show as groundbreaking as the publicity suggests, or as it appears, at first sight?

Explored within the current context of fourth-wave feminism and the quest for female equality and representation (as succinctly articulated by #timesup and the surrounding movement), the musical’s revolutionary fervour diminishes. Hamilton’s all-male creative team raises the question of whether this is another show ‘controlled by men, subtly—or not so subtly—reinforcing a patriarchal view of society’. As female characters plead to be ‘part of the narrative’, we have to start to unpick and explore their representation within Hamilton to identify whether this fits in with the show’s progressive label or reinforces regressive stereotypes and tropes. In his 2015 New Yorker article Michael Schulman contended that the ending of Hamilton was ‘almost’ feminist. This turn of phrase felt like an apt description for the show as a whole—a piece of work in a state of flux, not able to fully escape the tropes of musical theatre and embrace more progressive female characterisation.
In her guest blog for *The Feminist Spectator*, Stacy Wolf highlights the importance of expanding discussion around musicals to explore how we can love musicals that also trouble us. She encourages musical theatre enthusiasts to keep talking and embrace ambivalence and contradiction in our spectatorship and fandom. Whilst critical discourse has begun to explore the presence, and absence, of race within *Hamilton*, there has, as yet, been no in-depth academic exploration of gender representation, and the portrayal of the female characters. This is a significant omission in critical engagement with ‘the best-reviewed musical of the decade’.

Given the show’s status, fans are passionate in their defence of any perceived criticism—for example, when I recently articulated my perspective on the female characters within the show during a seminar a male peer was quick to shoot me down, declaring that I was wrong because the characters rap! This exchange made me consider the role that Hip-Hop music plays in the show’s gender representation, and question whether we have just swapped ballads for beats.

Hip-Hop is often configured as a cultural space dominated by masculinist identity interwoven with misogyny. Artists like Mary J. Blige, Beyoncé and Missy Elliott challenge and expand such a definition, reawakening Hip-Hop’s roots to confront dominant ideologies and call into question “taken for granted” knowledge and standards. These artists refuse to be limited by the constraints of gender and continually disrupt the patriarchal hegemony at work within the industry—it is worth noting that the genre’s origins were more gender balanced, but the influence of capitalism has skewed this over time. By contrast, musical theatre is, at first glance, a cultural space dominated by women. They make up the majority of the audiences but are often absent or stereotypically represented on stage, forced to exist within the “taken for granted” cycle of ‘boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy finds girl’, and rarely passing the Bechdel-Wallace test.

Grace Barnes has highlighted the fact that female characters in musical theatre are ‘increasingly one-dimensional—victim/whore stereotypes—and women onstage are frequently denied their own identity or any complexity. Their function within the show is to allow the male story to progress.’ In *Hamilton*, all of the four named female characters (Eliza, Angelica, Peggy and Maria) exist only in relation to the central protagonist, Alexander Hamilton: Eliza as his wife, Maria as his mistress, and Angelica and Peggy as his sisters-in-law. The fascinating realities of the Schuyler sisters are boiled down for musical theatre consumption to the muse (Angelica), the victim (Eliza), and Peggy—so unremarkable she disappears midway through the show with no further mention. Indeed, there is much discussion of Peggy’s second–act absence on social media, inspiring a host of hashtags (=andpeggy =justiceforpeggy), memes, and gifs.

These remarkable women exist in the world of *Hamilton* to help orient the audience’s understanding of the politics at play and humanise the male protagonist. Framed as an 18th century version of Hip-Hop super group Destiny’s Child with their close harmonies and sassy choreography, the Schuyler sisters embody what pop-culture critic David Swerdluck elsewhere calls ‘sistah grrrl power’. As with all girl groups, there is a tendency toward representational types: the fierce one (Angelica), the feminine one (Eliza), and the forgettable one (Peggy). Peggy is so unmemorable that she doesn’t ‘merit a musical motif’, so keeps having to reassert herself within their song (‘And Peggy’). Peggy’s significance is further undermined by her character breakdown where she is described as ‘The Michelle Williams of Destiny’s Child’. Williams was the least popular member of the trio, a fact humorously exploited by the poormichelle.com, blog which celebrates all of the times Michelle got the short end of the stick in Destiny’s Child.
The Schuyler Sisters’ big moment is their ‘I want’ song, ‘The Schuyler Sisters’. Traditionally, ‘I want’ songs provide the audience with a glimpse of a character’s inner desires. Here the song is ‘a love letter to New York’, with the spotlight firmly on the ‘Big Apple’ rather than the sisters themselves. For all the musical and choreographic allusions to the independent women of Destiny’s Child, this moment in Hamilton is not able to truly allow the sisters to shine, reinforcing instead their need for ‘a mind [read “man”] at work’ to exist. In Hamilton, the musical styles of the female characters contribute to their characterisation. The show’s casting breakdown suggests parallel musical theatre and Hip-Hop personas (highlighting the show’s duality). Angelica Schuyler, the eldest of the Schuyler sisters, is described as ‘Nicki Minaj meets Desiree Armfeldt’. If we ignore the reference to Armfeldt, Sondheim’s ‘fading actress and inveterate maneater’, and focus instead on Angelica’s Hip-Hop alter ego, there is much to be discovered. Minaj is a fascinating character who has ‘redefined her own sexuality, taken agency and written her own script.’ In keeping with this idea Angelica is presented as a character in control of her destiny, someone who is the intellectual equal of Hamilton. In ‘The Schuyler Sisters’ she espouses the views of a defiant feminist, demonstrating her political awareness in the song’s most sophisticated section.

ANGELICA:
I’ve been reading Common Sense by Thomas Paine
So men say that I’m intense or I’m insane
You want a revolution? I want a revelation
So listen to my declaration:

ALL SISTERS:
“We hold these truths to be self-evident
That all men are created equal”

ANGELICA and (COMPANY):
And when I meet Thomas Jefferson (unh!)
I’mma compel him to include women in the sequel

WOMEN: Work!

Later in ‘Satisfied’, she raps some of Miranda’s most intricate lyrics at a speed that Miranda himself can’t match. If we engage with Dvoskin’s theory that ‘a woman who sings loudly’—or in this instance raps fast—‘and demands attention in the public space of performance challenges normative ideas of gender’, then Angelica can be read as a character who, like her Hip-Hop counterpart Minaj, is taking agency and reframing ideas of gender. However, her disruption of gender norms is limited by her fleeting stage time—and so she is ‘almost’ feminist—constrained by the tropes of musical theatre, never quite able to achieve her potential.
In contrast, Eliza Schuyler Hamilton is described as Alicia Keys meets Elphaba. This pairing of a musical theatre powerhouse and the less adventurous Keys creates a conflicting dynamic at the heart of Eliza. Millie Taylor and Dominic Symonds have highlighted the prevalence of this contradiction within musical theatre, which often positions women and their voices in situations of strength even as their storylines cast them as weak or victimized. Miranda exploits these incongruities most noticeably in Eliza’s solo ‘Burn’, as Eliza vocalises her pain at the discovery of her husband’s infidelity. Here, Miranda gives Eliza agency as she erases herself from the narrative by burning her letters to Hamilton, allowing Miranda to highlight the erasure of women’s stories within history. From a musical theatre perspective, this moment refuses the conventional ‘torch song’ of unrequited love, instead providing Eliza with a space to articulate her anger and desire for revenge. However, there is no escaping the fact that Eliza stays with Hamilton; and, read from a hip-hop viewpoint, the song conforms to what Treva B. Lindsey describes as the ‘ride-or-die’ ethos, which ‘dictates that women support and love their men, regardless of their transgressions’.

The character of Maria Reynolds has been described as ‘an archetypal femme fatale—sort of a sultry Rihanna type,’ and her contribution to the story is part of an all too familiar cultural narrative of male destruction at the hands of a predatory woman. However, these descriptions are misleading. In fact, Reynolds has no agency; she is, ‘helpless’ as she sings,[Miranda and McCarter, 71.] and we watch her husband effectively sell her to Hamilton. This disquieting moment is accompanied by a duet between Hamilton and Maria (an unwholesome reprise of the courtship of Eliza depicted in the earlier song ‘Helpless’). Here, in classic Hip-Hop style, Maria sings whilst Hamilton raps about himself (this is also the case in ‘Helpless’), while the other women in Hamilton’s life powerlessly watch from the walkway above the stage, haunting the action. It is interesting to consider how this moment might have been dramatized had Maria’s version of events been published. Maria Reynolds purportedly met Peter Grotjan, a merchant, and told him she had written her own pamphlet to share her version of events. Unfortunately, as this pamphlet has never been discovered we are stuck with Hamilton’s description of events. The intersection of musical theatre and Hip-Hop provides developmental possibilities for two of America’s native art forms. This juxtaposition also brings contemporary debates about race and gender to the forefront. However, it is unfortunate that Hamilton is not as progressive in its treatment of gender as its deployment of colour conscious casting allows it to be about race. There are flashes of inspiration, but overall the show conforms to the reductive heteronormative conventions of musical theatre. The speedy correction when casting calls seemed to indicate gender blind casting would be considered for the Philadelphia production suggests that while Americans can accept an African American playing George Washington they are not ready to see a woman in his distinctive tricorn hat—although Miranda has spoken about the possibility of gender blind casting in future amateur productions. Fans of Hamilton have even suggested that Miranda write a sequel exploring the lives of the Schuyler sisters in order to ‘include’ them more thoroughly. In the interim we will have to console ourselves with Eliza’s most feminist moment, when she puts herself back in the narrative and takes centre stage at the show’s finale, and try to forget that, in Tommy Kail’s direction, this is orchestrated by Hamilton. This is the moment that Schulman defined as ‘almost’ feminist, as Eliza takes over the show’s narration demonstrating...
how integral she is to Hamilton's legacy. Here she highlights all of the great work she achieved after Hamilton's death and ponders:

And when my time is up
Have I done enough
Will they tell my story?¹⁴

Sadly, not yet but perhaps Miranda will take Angelica's advice and 'include women in the sequel'.¹⁵
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